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The
Perfect
Storm
For Reform

By Stephen George
redicting what finally gets
approved in our DC sausage
maker is a challenge. The track
record under Kennedy, Nixon, and
Clinton is pretty clear. Common
sense says 20% (2009 Individual, Small
Group) and (8%-20% Large Group) premium increases are unsustainable.
One thing is dangerously certain. If
the healthiest commercial lives get to
switch to a better rate or federal plan, it
will leave the sickest employees with
the same plan and massively drive up
experience rated premium in 1-3 years.
If the opposite happens where only the
sickest members get Federal insurance,
it means massive new taxes in an era of
high deficits. There is no free lunch.
Complicating things is the recent
Ingenix decision requiring managed
care companies to pay materially more
for policies issued with under-rated premiums. This “perfect storm” of federal
debt, unemployment, record setting
growth in Medicare eligibility, falling
enrollments, dramatically declining
managed care company PE ratios, premium increases 500%+ CPI, and bipartisan political support poses real
change to the status quo. The hidden
tornado of concern lay in the acceleration of negative change.
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The good news is that the market is
hungry to “finance” (insure and reinsure) healthcare risk. The federal government is in an especially good position to act as “Risk Manager” and pool
risk to a hungry commercial market.
Balancing entitlement with commercially funded insurance will require
real talent.
The tempest of new eligible Medicare
beneficiaries looks to be the primary
driver of large scale federal intervention
and spending. Recent reports have the
fund going dry earlier than expected.
Managed care companies and individual medical providers will see more
mandates beyond the 4.5% CMS reduction this year. Growth in Medicare
from roughly 17.5% of the national
budget, (we spend about 20.5% on
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There are proven “funding positions” open to

the Feds as Risk Manager of uninsurable and
catastrophic medical risk. They can

COMMERCIALLY bid both first and second

dollar risk to hungry markets, thereby preserving
commercially funded health insurance, and
relieving the American tax payer.

defense) will certainly require congressional management to rein in record setting deficits. Then there are the 45 million commercially uninsured citizens over half of which are working families.
The conditions have never been better
for our tropical depression of change to
make land at a category 4 or better.
Real reforms offering national programs
that supersede NIAC for Individual and
small Group insurance, and go beyond
the HIPPA protections to large Group
coverage. Certainly ERISA will be
used by the administration to centralize
federal authority, and public access to
federally available plans.
There are proven “funding positions”
open to the Feds as Risk Manager of
uninsurable and catastrophic medical
risk. They can COMMERCIALLY bid
both first and second dollar risk to hungry markets, thereby preserving commercially funded health insurance, and
relieving the American tax payer.
However, where no claims experience
exists it means getting started assuming
the risk outright, then assembling claims
experience to be rated on the open market – and the bailout money is there to
do it. We have the tools and they are
tried and true. The big difference is
this storm-surge of political will.
Many are surprised to admit that physician leadership and participation is the

most important piece. Integral to any
sustainable cure are physicians willing
to create, implement and police minimum and maximum practice standards.
Many have put the price of defensive
medicine at 30%+ the total spending.
That is 30% of 1.7 Trillion. No solution
can succeed without materially more
physician participation and adoption of
legally defensible practice standards.
We have many years of experience
watching Washington legislate solutions
to the public policy access issue.
Conditions are ripe and building for a
super cell of overregulation. Staying
excessive usurpation will be key to providing access to massive entitlement
access (Medicare, Medicaid, Tricare,
SSI, INS, HHS, or CMS administered
commercially available plans) while preserving commercial insurance. Access
that does not change the rules and bankrupt commercial underwriting with
adverse selection and unsustainable premium increases. ERISA legislation
portends to be main stage. Individual
and Group underwriting are very different, but funding those claims is old science. The Feds do have option of organizing what the private market has failed
to offer – affordable major medical
insurance covering preexisting conditions and offered to Individuals and
Small Group. Navigating the upcomming $1.7 TRILLION dollar storm sea-
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son of change will take real wisdom and
experience. The cures involve proven
techniques of health plan design and
reinsurance cede to a hungry commercial market.
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